
Daily  Diet,  Treats,  &
Supplements For Sheep
…be incorporated thoughtfully. Beware Of Toxic Plants! Before
giving sheep residents access to outdoor spaces, ensure that
they have been thoroughly checked for toxic plants! Pasture
Management Pasture vegetation will…

The  Open  Sanctuary  Project’s
Care  Program  Evaluation
Checklist
…Sanctuary 1-7 ⤷ Breaking The Mold: How Animal-Centered Design
Can Transform Sanctuaries 1-8 ⤷ The Open Sanctuary Project’s
Global Toxic Plant Database Compassionate Wildlife Practices At
Your Animal Sanctuary Section…

Highly  Pathogenic  Avian
Influenza: Your Sanctuary And
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The Law
…When it comes to disease responses in farmed animals, things
get  really  tricky,  really  quickly.  But  to  make  it
understandable, let’s start by considering federal law around
HPAI, so you…

Creating An Enriching Life For
Donkeys
…used in exercise, frozen blocks with treats etc… Add things
they can manipulate with their hooves, like balls, and things
they can toss around with their mouths. Some balls come…

Creating An Enriching Life For
Alpacas
…space to break the monotony. Move things around. You can add
things outside of their living spaces for them to look at, too. 
If you or volunteers are working on…
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Creating An Enriching Life For
Llamas
…adding new, interesting items to their living space to break
the monotony. Move things around. You can add things outside of
their living spaces for them to look at, too. …

Introductory Care For Rabbits
…illness.  Outdoor  living  spaces  should  be  inspected,  and
potentially hazardous plants should be removed. Check out the
toxic  plant  database  for  plants  that  are  toxic  to  rabbits.
Rabbit Living Space…

Creating An Enriching Life For
Horses
…points like those used in exercise, frozen blocks with treats
etc… Add things they can manipulate with their hooves, like
balls, and things they can toss around with their mouths….
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How To Create, Maintain, And
Organize Permanent Records For
Your Residents
…resident’s record in the same way to make it easy for folks to
know where to file things and where they can find things. You
may want to use tabs…

Introduction  to  Rooster
Behavior  Part  I:  Dismantling
Rooster Stigma
…socially  and  in  non-social  contexts.  In  social  contexts,
chickens learn things to avoid by observing the experiences of
others. For instance, in a study on chicks, researchers observed
that chicks…
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